
Bonita Adair 
Day 18 Crab motif, resistance
Side of iPad
Color pencils, watercolor painting and color markers on drawing app: 53 paper

"Crabs Target More Than Others"

Those groups or agencies need a lot of HELP but members kept on pulling on each other's. Many of 
them resigned. NAD has issues. AFA always have small people participate for the Rally. WPSD has 
issues. They told us to simmer it down or hush. We share same dreams and want to change. It gets 
difficult to work with and try getting along with. 

Patricia Durr
Crab Motif



David Call
Deaf against Deaf Day at AGBell Colosseum
Ink/Prismacolor pencil. 
David Call 2016. 
Crab motif. 

It was done with haste but at least u get the idea what Deaf against Deaf infighting is all about. 
Auditory /CI industrial complex indirectly encourage us to fight among us to keep us weak. They are 
laughing at us right now. This image depicts Emperor AGBell control the fights and decide who get to 
die or not. They comply with AGBell's command. They really enjoy watching us fighting.



P Durr 
Love Them From Afar
Black marker on paper (with cutout of small antique red heart)
9 x 12 
Crab motif 

image description (swirl markings to represent a sea of oralism. a naked woman with long hair 
(partially covering one eye) is hanging from rope by one hand. a tree trunk is on the side of the image. 
her heart is removed with a wee bird shadow on top of the breast. swirl. blood drips down from the 
woman's vagina. crabs climb up and down - one on her hanging hand one on her ankle one climbing up 
the tree to reach her one scurrying on the sand eating a piece of her heart. her heart is in her hand out 
stretched with black holes in it where the crabs have picked away at her heart. in the sand is written 
"Love them from afar." in the tree roots that are hand shaped is written "Im freer than you:



Kathy Fisher-Abraham
This applies to CSD-F and its situation. 
This is the old artwork from 2015 and I just thought it was not that great, but still will do some good to 
it.. Crab Theory: What does this tell you?
Look at what hands are pointing toward and hands tear off his shirt to reveal his heart. One hand opens 
his brain and reveals whats in his brain.



Kathy F. Abraham 
Day 18
CRAB motif, resistance category
"Resentment"

red,yellow,and blue crab construction paper cutouts ( cut by me), pot cutout with stripes to make handle 
and holder over the pot. Then used the Dreamscope app.

Deaf red crabs attack these deaf blue and yellow crabs because they resent yellow/blue crabs' attitudes 
toward them as if they were better than red crabs due to their (yellow/blue) accomplishments.



Jerry Grant
Crab motif, Resistance

"Language Repression", by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016

Sharpie Oil markers on 8-1/2"x11" Black paper

Crab represents Audism.
Hand represents sign language.
Crab is cutting off access to full signing ability.



Jerry Grant
"Deaf Education Disconnected" by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016

Deaf education is a cold chained tight box. The crab cuts off the hand access to Deaf education. 
The hand symbolizes Deaf culture and sign language.
The crab claw is the Audism oppressor cutting off the hand's access to Deaf education.
The background is stormy.



Takiyah Harris
"Surdism Buddhism woman signed "Failure".
crab motif 
#De'VIAanimalchallenge. 
Collage Art
16 by 16
2016

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/de


Hinda Kasher
Crab Motif 
"Deadly Crab at the Gallaudet University"

Pencil drawing & Snapseed app to add drama effect on the photo

A few things I forgot to mention in my video--

1. The crab on the bottom of the facade building is a specific kind that is poisonous from Australia.

2. Four nude students on the top right facade with graduation hats on, represented the privileged people 
that got away with severe punishments just because they are favored by the administrators, SBG, 
faculty, alumni, etc. also are right next to the crab leg as if the crab is pulling them up instead of pulling 
them down. 

3. The flag weaves the words: RAPE CULTURE. Face it. It is either white or red flag, you decide.

4. Tattoo on the crab writes in capital letters: HOEZ and the tally marks all over...

5. I left Gallaudet University because the art program wasn't good, so I went to RIT, and got my BFA. 
However, if I stayed there, I can always wonder...



Ellen Mansfield
Motif Crab "Dr Crab King "
Sketch 5x8 in
A short explanation. 10 years ago Dr King Jordan arrested 134 deaf people students alumnus staffs in 
protest @ Gallaudet.



Ellen Mansfield

I forget to share painting for crab-theory 
"Crab Theory, DeColonization, and Deaf Unity"



Laurie Monahan
crab motif (R)
"Property of AGB"
Bamboo app and final touch with Dreamscape app



Nancy Rourke
Day 18
CRAB motif, resistance category
"Crab Hands"
8 inch by 10 inch 
oil on canvas
#DeVIAanimalChallenge
This painting shows a black bucket with the person's hands grasped onto the fence, hanging in there 
and so terrified with CRAB HANDS and is about to be pulled back into the black hole.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Paul Scearce
Motif: Crab 
Media: Photoshop
"Crab Bucket Syndrome In Deaf Community"

Crab mentality, sometimes referred to as crabs in the bucket (also barrel, basket or pot), is a way of 
thinking best described by the phrase, "if I can't have it, neither can you." The metaphor refers to a 
bucket of crabs. Individually, the crabs could easily escape from the bucket, but instead they grab at 
each other in a useless "king of the hill" competition which prevents any from escaping and ensures 
their collective demise. The analogy in human behavior is claimed to be that members of a group will 
attempt to negate or diminish the importance of any member who achieves success beyond the others, 
out of envy, spite, conspiracy, or competitive feelings, to halt their progress.



Storme Ren Heidi
crab motif
Yesterday's quick sketch, watercolor and marker on cardboard, highlight /lowlights enhanced digitally.


